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OUR group-FIS

Celia                  PRESIDENT
Marta             Marta             VICE-PRESIDENT
Stefanía          SECRETARY
Alba TREASURER



WHY SHOULD YOU SELECT US?
CELIA             She DEAL VERY GOOD WITH PEOPLE, THAT WOULD BE BRILLIANT IN ORDER TO BE THE  BRIDGE BETWEEN STUDENTS AND TEACHERS

MARTA           She is liable and has  incredible capacity of adaptationMARTA           She is liable and has  incredible capacity of adaptation

STEFANÍA      SHE HAS A PERFECT ORGANIZATION and also she is a very focused person , QUALITies that for sure FIX IN HER ROLL

ALBA              She is very responsible and honest her  in duties



CELIA RABADÁN-CELIA RABADÁN-
CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT





TEACHERS

They should make the classes more dynamic for exampleThey should make the classes more dynamic for example
doing some exercises in class instead of sending us
homeworks



DISCIPLINE

We have to create a good study environment for make
more productive learning and the harmony amongmore productive learning and the harmony among
students and teachers. We mustn’t be disrespectful
with each other.



HOMEWORKS

It is preferable that they send the least as possible homeworks because the
fact that they send homeworks doesn’t mean that we will understand the
subject better.subject better.
But in the case teachers command us some exercises for home they can do it but
with a minimum time frame of 3 days in order that the student has time to study
and have free time for itself. In this way, we wouldn’t have to study all for the
last minute.



BUDGET



Distribution of the budget

Improveme
nt of school 
facilities/res

ources

Extracurric
ular 

activities
Excursions

Exciting 
initiatives 

events

8.750€ 3.750€ 5.000€ 7.500€

35% 15% 20% 30%



Do you have any questions?
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